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Introduction

● Optimization of task understanding for NLP models by feeding 

the models natural language

● Creating data input in definite (templated) forms which help 

the models understand natural language prompts / instructions 

● Instruction and Prompt engineering



Overview

● Finetuned Language Models are Zero-Shot Learners
● Multitask Prompted Training Enables Zero Shot Task 

Generalization
● Cross-Task Generalization via Natural Language Crowdsourcing 

Instructions
● Super-Natural Instructions: Generalization via Declarative 

Instructions on +1600 NLP Tasks



Finetuned language models 
are zero-shot learners

Jason Wei∗ , Maarten Bosma∗ , Vincent Y. Zhao∗ , 
Kelvin Guu∗ , Adams Wei Yu, Brian Lester, Nan Du, 

Andrew M. Dai, and Quoc V. Le



Motivation

● Observation: Models like GPT-3 do not perform well on 
zero-shot learning compared to one-shot/few-shot learning.
○ Seen in tasks such as reading comprehension, question answering, and 

natural language inference.

● Hypothesis: Possible reasoning: Without few-shot exemplars, it 
is harder for models to perform well on prompts that are not 
similar to the format of the pretraining data.

● Goal: Test multi-task learning with instructions as a method for 
doing zero-shot learning.



Instruction Tuning

● Is a form of fine-tuning using 

instructions as opposed to task 

methods.

● Reformatting prompts from 

datasets into natural-language 

instructions.

● The instruction tuned 

decoder-only model is named 

FLAN (Finetuned Language Net). 



Reformatting data into instruction-form

● Taking data from an existing dataset and converting it into an 

instruction by following an instruction template.

● Instructions take the form of natural language.
○ Combines appealing aspects of both the pretrain–finetune and prompting 

paradigms by using supervision via finetuning to improve language model’s 

responses to inference-time text interactions.

○ May improve model response to pure natural language prompts



● Each dataset is categorized into a task cluster. 

● NLU tasks are in blue, NLG tasks are in teal.

Datasets



Example formatting data for Natural Language Inference:

Reformatting data into instruction-form



Reformatting each dataset

● For each dataset, we manually compose ten unique templates 

that use natural language instructions to describe the task for 

that dataset.

● For each dataset, there are at least three templates that 

“turned the task around.” 



Evaluating zero-shot performance

● A dataset of a certain task is only considered unseen if no other 

dataset in it’s task cluster was seen during instruction-tuning.

● To evaluate FLAN zero-shot performance, we train several FLAN 

models on all task-clusters, holding out each cluster for each 

model.

● Test zero-shot performance on unseen task-clusters for each 

model.



Evaluating zero-shot performance (continued) 



Evaluating zero-shot performance (continued) 

● When evaluating performance on 

classification tasks, there may be 

multiple ways of saying “yes” or “no,” 

reducing the respective probabilities.

● An options token is added to 

classification instructions to make 

evaluation more accurate. 



Model Architecture

● Using LaMDA-PT architecture: 
○ Pretrained, dense left-to-right, decoder only transformer language model

● FLAN is instruction tuned LaMDA-PT:
○ Size of datasets is balanced.

○ Random-sampling from each dataset

○ Instruction tuning takes 60 hours on a TPU-v3



Results

● Instruction tuning significantly improves LaMDA-PT on most 

datasets:
○ LaMDA-PT control test used the same prompts as GPT-3.

● Instruction tuning is very effective on tasks naturally verbalized 

as instructions and is less effective on tasks directly formulated 

as language modeling
○ Commonsense reasoning, coreference resolution tasks





Additional Results

● FLAN does not improve performance for many language modeling 

tasks:
○ Commonsense reasoning: Applying real-world commonsense reasoning to multiple 

choice questions

○ Coreference resolution tasks: Identifying what in a prompt refers to the same entity

● When the downstream task is the same as the original language 

modeling pre-training objective, formatting the prompt as a pure 

natural language instruction prompt is not helpful.



Ablation Studies 

● Performance of FLAN as we add more task-clusters in 

instruction-tuning:



Ablation studies (continued) 

● Scaling
○ Instruction tuning improves 

zero-shot performance on  models 

on the order of >60B parameters

○ Instruction tuning hurts 

performance for held out tasks on 

smaller models <10B

○ This may be because smaller models 

are saturated more easily



Ablation studies (continued) 

● Multi-task tuning without instruction 

templates

● Dataset name
○  [Translation: WMT’14 to French] The dog 

runs.)

● Ablation configurations performed 

substantially worse than FLAN



Few-shot Instruction training on FLAN

● Concatenation of few-shot instruction exemplars

● Randomly sampling 16 exemplars from training set



Prompt-Tuning FLAN

● Prompts are similar to instructions, 

but are produced particularly for 

guiding the behavior of a model 

● FLAN was trained on continuous 

prompts for tasks that were not seen 

during instruction tuning. 

● Prompt tuning on FLAN resulted in 

better improvement than on 

LaMDA-PT



Limitations

● Subjectivity in assigning tasks to clusters

● FLAN was trained using mainly short instructions (1 sentence)

● Instructions in the pre-training data of LaMDA-PT 
○ Post-hoc analysis found that the results were not substantially impacted by this

● FLAN is 136B parameters, making it particularly costly to use



Conclusions 

● FLAN is favorable on a number of benchmarks against GPT-3

● Instruction tuning may be effective for improving the zero-shot 

performance of large-scale models and for interpreting natural 

language queries more effectively

● Possible implications:
○ Instruction tuning for zero-shot performance enhancement may have 

implications for the arguments about general LLM model development vs. 

speciality produced LLM models



Multitask Prompted Training 
Enables Zero-Shot Task 

Generalization
Victor Sanh*, Albert Webson*, Colin Raffel*, Stephen H. Bach*, Lintang Sutawika, Zaid Alyafeai, Antoine 

Chaffin, Arnaud Stiegler, Teven Le Scao, Arun Raja, Manan Dey, M Saiful Bari, Canwen Xu, Urmish Thakker, 
Shanya Sharma Sharma, Eliza Szczechla, Taewoon Kim, Gunjan Chhablani, Nihal Nayak, Debajyoti Datta, 
Jonathan Chang, Mike Tian-Jian Jiang, Han Wang, Matteo Manica, Sheng Shen, Zheng Xin Yong, Harshit 
Pandey, Rachel Bawden, Thomas Wang, Trishala Neeraj, Jos Rozen, Abheesht Sharma, Andrea Santilli, 

Thibault Fevry, Jason Alan Fries, Ryan Teehan, Tali Bers, Stella Biderman, Leo Gao, Thomas Wolf, Alexander 
M. Rush



Motivation

● Observation: LLMs perform relatively well on unseen tasks not 

explicitly trained to perform.

● Hypothesis: This is caused by an implicit process of multitask 

learning.

● Goal: Train LMs using explicit multitask learning.



Datasets and Held-out Tasks

12 tasks and 62 datasets



Prompt Generation: PromptSource and P3



Experimental Setup

● Pretrained model: LM-adapted T5 (T5+LM)

● Training: T0, T0+, T0++
○ T0 is the trained version of T5+LM

○ T0+ includes GPT-3’s evaluation datasets

○ T0++ includes GPT-3’s datasets and SuperGLUE

● Evaluation:
○ Accuracy for performance metric

○ Log-likelihood for tasks with multiple choices

○ Median performance and IQR to measure robustness



Results: Does multitask prompted training improve 
generalization to held-out tasks?

Model Performance on 4 
Held-out Tasks

Model Performance on BIG-bench datasets



Results: Does training on a wider range of prompts 
improve robustness to prompt wording?

Ablation Study 1: Effect of More 
Prompts per Dataset

Ablation Study 2: Effect of 
Prompts from More Datasets



Results: Does training on a wider range of prompts 
improve robustness to prompt wording? (Cont.)

● T0 vs GPT-3
○ Median: 52.96%

○ IQR: 1.28



Discussion: FLAN (Wei et al., 2021)

● Main difference
○ Pretrained model

○ Evaluation with 1 held out task vs multiple tasks

● T0 and T0++ generally had better performance with 10x less 

parameters

● Underperformance on Winogrande and HellaSwag
○ HellaSwag: improved from 33.65% to 57.93%

○ Winogrande: no significant change



Discussion (Cont.)

Effect of pretrained model size



Discussion (Cont.)

● Possible reasons for result differences
○ Masked language modeling objective

○ Diverse prompts



Limitations

● Model Scaling
○ How does multitask learning affect large scale models?

● Task Taxonomy
○ Organizing by format vs by content

● Contamination analysis of pretraining corpus
○ HellaSwag - 9.12%

○ ANLI - 33.7% (premises) and 0.6% (hypotheses)

○ RTE - 11.0% (premises) and 5.2% (hypotheses)



Conclusion

● P3 dataset

● T0 (11B) and model variants has better zero shot ability than 

large scale models
○ GPT-3 (175B)

○ FLAN(137B)



Cross-Task Generalization
via Natural Language 

Crowdsourcing Instructions
Swaroop Mishra, Daniel Khashabi, Chitta Baral, Hannaneh Hajishirzi



Motivation

● Observation: Conventional supervised models learned on 

individual datasets struggle with generalization across tasks 

(e.g., a question-answering system     classification tasks).

● Hypothesis: Pre-trained LM can learn multiple seen tasks well 

in one training procedure, it possibly has ability to generalize to 

unseen tasks.

● Goal: Build a model that learns a new task by understanding 

the human-readable instructions that define it.



Motivation

Different seen tasks

unseen task to 
generalize

Input text, 
shared across tasks

Output by LM

Evaluate if training on 
unseen tasks benefits 

the LM answering



Definition of Cross-task models 

Cross-task models: learn a 

model M that at inference 

obtains the output y given 

the input x and the task 

instruction It: 



Proposed Dataset Schema: NATURAL INSTRUCTIONS
Description of a NLP 
task. 

An example of 
desired instance of 
the task.

An example of 
undesired instance 
of the task.

Many instances of 
the task.



Proposed Dataset Schema: NATURAL INSTRUCTIONS

● TITLE provides a high-level description of a task and its associated skill.

● PROMPT is a single sentence command for the instructions.

● DEFINITION provides the core detailed instructions for a task. 

● THINGS TO AVOID contain instructions regarding undesirable annotations that must 

be avoided

● EMPHASIS AND CAUTION are highlighted statements to be emphasized or warned 

against. 

● POSITIVE EXAMPLES contain inputs/outputs similar to the input given to a 

worker/system and its expected output.

● NEGATIVE EXAMPLES contain unexpected inputs/outputs.



Proposed Dataset Example: NATURAL INSTRUCTIONS



Proposed Dataset Statistics: NATURAL INSTRUCTIONS
Dataset is collected from crowdsourcing 

NLP datasets and mapped to the schema 

with certain procedures.



Proposed Dataset Statistics: NATURAL INSTRUCTIONS
Dataset is collected from crowdsourcing 

NLP datasets and mapped to the schema. 

with certain procedures.



Experiment Setup

● Random split: Two tasks from each task category are randomly 

selected for evaluation, and the rest of the tasks are used for 

training, i.e., 12 unseens tasks and 49 tasks in seen tasks.

● Leave-one-out generalization: 

 
○ Leave-one-category: evaluates how well a model generalizes to a task category if it is 

trained on others – no task of that category is in seen tasks.

○ Leave-one-dataset: evaluates how well a model can generalize to all tasks in one 

dataset if it is trained on all other tasks – no task of that dataset is in seen tasks.

○ Leave-one-task: evaluates how well a model can learn a single task by training on all 

other tasks.



Models and Evaluation metric

● Models:
○ BART: A encoder-decoder model (140M), we finetune it with seen tasks and 

evaluate on unseen tasks.

○ GPT3: A autoregressive LM (175B), we use it off-the-shelf on the evaluation in 

unseen tasks.

● Evaluation:
○ ROUGE-L:  the average ratio of the length of largest common sequence (LCS) of 

the LM-generated answers and the ground-truth answers to the length of 

ground-truth answers (GTA), i.e., avg(len(LCS)/len(GTA)).



Analysis with increasing #seen tasks
Increasing #seen tasks in finetuning is beneficial 

if evaluated with full instruction.



Analysis under various evaluation splits

Fine-tuned BART shows improved performance 
when provided with instructions.

Fine-tuned BART achieves better GPT3, 
a much larger model.



Analysis under different task categories

 

Task Categories: QG: Question Generation, AG: 
Answer Generation, CF: Classification, IAG: 
Incorrect Answer Generation, MM: Minimal Text 
Modification, VF: Verification.



Analysis under different task categories

 



Analysis under different task categories

the benefit of the instruction elements seems to 
depend on the target task category. Full 

instruction is not always the best.



Analysis under different task categories

 



Analysis of Negative Examples

 

Negative examples harms model performance, 
counterintuitive!



Analysis of Performance Upper-bound

On average, task-specific models score 66% which is 
considerably higher than our models’ best generalization 

(32%), indicating a considerable room for improving 
generalization-based models.

Huge gap!



Limitations

● Small size of the dataset
○ The paper utilize their proposed dataset NATURAL INSTRUCTION to verify the 

effectiveness of instructions on the cross-task generalization. However, the 

dataset size not large (61 tasks) and diverse (6 categories) enough for the 

conclusion.

● Suboptimal model performance
○ The proposed model (finetuned BART with full instruction evaluation) enhances 

cross-task generalization performance, but still possess a big gap from the 

task-specific models.



Conclusion

● Introduce dataset: NATURAL INSTRUCTIONS
○ A dataset of human-authored instructions from existing well-known datasets 

mapped to a unified schema

● Through finetuning with seen tasks and evaluate on unseen tasks, 

we find that
● With designed instruction, LM can generalize across tasks.

● There is still a large headroom for improvement of cross-task generalization.



SUPER-NATURALINSTRUCTIONS: 
Generalization via Declarative 

Instructions on 1600+ NLP Tasks
Yizhong Wang, Swaroop Mishra, Pegah Alipoormolabashi, Yeganeh Kordi, Amirreza Mirzaei, Anjana 

Arunkumar, Arjun Ashok, Arut Selvan Dhanasekaran, Atharva Naik, David Stap, Eshaan Pathak, Giannis 
Karamanolakis, Haizhi Gary Lai, Ishan Purohit, Ishani Mondal, Jacob Anderson, Kirby Kuznia, Krima Doshi, 

Maitreya Patel, Kuntal Kumar Pal, Mehrad Moradshahi, Mihir Parmar, Mirali Purohit, Neeraj Varshney, 
Phani Rohitha Kaza, Pulkit Verma, Ravsehaj Singh Puri, Rushang Karia, Shailaja Keyur Sampat, Savan Doshi, 
Siddhartha Mishra, Sujan Reddy, Sumanta Patro, Tanay Dixit, Xudong Shen, Chitta Baral, Yejin Choi, Noah A. 

Smith, Hannaneh Hajishirzi, Daniel Khashabi



Motivation

● Observation: Cross-task generalization has great progress, but
○ Role of supervised data is unexplored due to limited available data.

○ It is hard to retrain and reproduce their experiments due to the gigantic models.  

● Goal: Build a large-scale benchmark of a broad range of NLP 

tasks and their instructions to facilitate developing and 

evaluating models that can generalize to unseen tasks.

Previous paper also provide same kind of dataset, but much smaller (only 61 tasks 

with 6 types), this paper propose 1616 tasks with 76 types and many languages.



This paper will…

● Construct dataset: a meta-dataset called 

SUPER-NATURALINSTRUCTIONS with wide variety of NLP tasks.  

● Build a cross-task generalization model: a generative model 

Tk-INSTRUCT is proposed that outperforms much larger models 

such as InstructGPT.

● Measure the effectiveness of data size and diversity, justifying 

the necessity of the new constructed dataset.



Datasets Preparation: SUPER-NATURALINSTRUCTIONS

● Schema: same with the previous paper, but much larger size 

(see next page).

● e.g.



Datasets Preparation: SUPER-NATURALINSTRUCTIONS



Datasets Preparation: SUPER-NATURALINSTRUCTIONS

● Data sources (community effort on GitHub):
○ Public NLP datasets.

○ Intermediate annotations in crowdsourcing experiments (e.g., paraphrasing 

questions or rating their quality during crowdsourcing a QA dataset)

○ Synthetic tasks that can be communicated to an average human in a few 

sentences (e.g., basic algebraic operations like number comparison, finding the 

longest palindrome substring, etc.) 

● 88 contributors



Problem Definition

Same as the previous paper.



Definition of Cross-task models 

Cross-task models: learn a 

model M that at inference 

obtains the output y given 

the input x and the task 

instruction It: 



Tk-INSTRUCT: Learning to Follow Instructions at Scale

● Acquired by finetune T5 with instruction composed of 
a task definition and two positive examples.



Tk-INSTRUCT: Learning to Follow Instructions at Scale

● Acquired by finetune T5 with instruction composed of 
a task definition and two positive examples.

● For multilingual variant, mTk-INSTRUCT is finetuned 
based on mT5 model.



Benchmarking Cross-Task Generalization with SUP-NATINST

● Evaluation setup: 
○ Evaluation split of unseen tasks: we sample a maximum of 100 instances for 

each task, which results in 15,310 testing instances in total. The remaining tasks 

are used for training models.

○ Two evaluation tracks: English cross-task generalization (119 tasks) and cross 

lingual cross-task generalization (35 tasks).

● Evaluation metric: ROUGE-L



Benchmarking Cross-Task Generalization with SUP-NATINST

● Baselines:
○ Heuristic: 

■ Copying Demo Output: copies the output of a random demonstration example.

■ Copying Instance Input: copies the given instance input.

○ Off-the-shelf pre-trained language models:
■ T5 (11B).

■ GPT-3 (175B).

○ Instruction tuned models:
■ InstructGPT: acquired by using RLHF to GPT-3.

■ T0: T5 finetuned with a collection of task prompts in PROMT-SOURCE.

○ Upper bound estimates: fine-tuning an oracle model on the tasks’ labeled 

instances.



Experiments

The overall performance of different methods on unseen tasks: 



Experiments

Models that leverage 
instructions show 
stronger generalization 
to unseen tasks.

Our model that is 
fine-tuned on 
SUP-NATINST 
outperforms 
InstructGPT and 
T0 by a large 
margin.



Experiments

Performance according to categories: 



Experiments

Tk-INSTRUCT consistently performs best across baselines on all task types, while there is 

still a sizable gap compared to supervised training.



Experiments

Cross-task generalization performance w.r.t. # train tasks, # instances per task, and model 

size.



Experiments

linear growth of model performance with exponential increase in observed tasks and 

model size. Evidently, the performance gain from more instances is limited.



Experiments

Performance (ROUGE-L) of models trained and evaluated with various encodings.



Experiments

● Performance (ROUGE-L) of models trained and evaluated with various 

encodings.

● Encoding methods:
○ Task ID is a short string composed of dataset name and task category.
○ Def represents the task definition.
○ Pos (k) represents k positive examples.
○ Neg (k) represents k negative examples. 
○ Expl represents explanation.

● Observations:
○ Various evaluate instructional elements leads to different generalization performance.
○ Model performance are relatively stable w.r.t. the change of test encoding method.



Limitation

● The categories and language diversity in the proposed dataset 

are skewed. 

● Collected tasks are skewed to short responses; This 

under-representation of the longtail of tasks poses a challenge 

for building general-purpose models in the future.

● For some tasks, ROUGE-L is not an effective quality measure 

(such as rewriting tasks where copying the input gives high 

score).



Final Summary

● Finetuned Language Models are Zero-Shot Learners
○ Instruction tuning as a form of fine-tuning
○ The FLAN LLM model, finetuned with instruction tuning, learns zero-shot 

learning effectively
○ Performance improvement is observed on larger models (>100B parameters)

● Multitask Prompted Training Enables Zero Shot Task 
Generalization
○ Created Public Pool of Prompts (P3) through public effort
○ Testing model generalization ability using multiple unseen tasks for evaluation



Final Summary (Cont.)

● Cross-Task Generalization via Natural Language Crowdsourcing 
Instructions
○ Defining natural instructions before compiling task instances through 

crowdsourcing
○ Analyzed the effects of prompt variations on model performance

● Super-Natural Instructions: Generalization via Declarative 
Instructions on +1600 NLP Tasks
○ Building a large-scale diverse instruction dataset with 1600+ tasks.
○ Exploring multi-language cross-task generalization.



Main Ideas

● Multitask instruction/prompt tuning improves task 

generalization.

● Diverse prompts is an alternative to model scaling.

● Further developments in prompt engineering and task 

evaluation are the next steps for developing general LLMs. 



Thanks for listening!


